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A full-bodied and omniscient research like this
that I am about to say was necessary, because
was missing in the publishing market for decades. For
I have to go very far
have to
back in time, I think of The Video Image
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product that included Strauss or Prokofiev as soundtrack! And
here we come to the heart of the matter, how it relates
the sound to the image?
It is the eternal dilemma on which the fate of the video poem depends. You

take a step back first, and distinguish how he wisely
operated NGO between text written fruit
EXPLAINING AND INTERPRETING THE
of
SIGN
a good dose of objectivity and oral,

MINUTES WITH NON-VERBAL SIGNS

the spoken word, rich in subjectivity

(DA JAKOBSON A SARAH TREMLETT)
Shiny, from the video art
empathic, physically and psychologicalto interactive art, Palazzo delle
mind present. For the sake of simplicity,
Esposizioni, Roma (1998, Gangemi), but also to the same sidereal difference that passes between a so-called poem
various editions of L'Immagine Elettronica
linear (from the lines that flow before our eyes) and a poem
from the Video Art Center of Ferrara. However these
sound that can not be read but only listened to. Not by chance Tom
events even though they were meritorious and exhaustive Konyves in Videopoetry (Manifesto written in 2011 and available in
center of the galaxy video video art, while the
powerful volume by Sarah Tremlett, focuses
only and only on poetry in video and film, as
is stated in the bombastic title where in
clear epanalessi the lemma poetry, to avoid
misunderstandings, appears several times!
Following a careful reading we immediately deduce
that when the abovementioned phenomenon is examined,
from a foreign perspective, aesthetically valid,
suddenly disappears the plethora of improv-practitioners
both in Italian and international soil, prapeople who were smuggling a video poem
something that video poetry wasn’t. For example,
to immediately clear the field from a classic
topical, you could not pretend to video poetry a
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network) lists the following sound categories, Kinetic
text, Sound text, Visual text, Performance, Cin(e)
poetry, pitting the different types of text that can be
encountered.
This formidable grid does not contemplate the pure
sonority, what I have called vocoralità (the encounter of
the oral with the vowel), leggi, poe-sia sonora, where
the notion of text as it is understood above, disappears:
in this case it is necessary to talk about sound video
poetry, videosoundpoe-try, adding to the already
established label an essential and unavoidable
adjective. Since the first festivals organized at the Sala
Polivalente in Ferrara in the early eighties up to those
operating at the DAMS of the University of Bologna or
Link, I have always held to this watershed straight, But
I think that in the long run the coherence of ideas pays
off, as Schönberg once said when he spoke of a young
and shy Alban Berg, «his success [alludes to Wozzeck]
was the consequence of remaining faithful to his
ideas» (see historical video on YouTube).

I have always thought and I continue to think that the
starting point is, let’s call it so to understand, the
soundtrack. Marc Neys thinks as I do and declares
fearless that sound covers the holy percent of the
project. We are definitely the opposite of cinema; It is
useful to remember that the great Fellini forced the
actors to repeat numbers on the set! But it is equally
true as Brian Eno prophesies that sound suggests
mood.
Then we must begin to answer the key question I
formulated above. How do these two elements interact,
sound and image in video poetry? Taking a look at the
story, Anemic Cinema of 1926, is the first example of a
videopoem where Duchamp indulges in hypnotic
effects as suggested by the verses of the Robert
Desnos sur-realist. According to Philippe Bootz
(creator of the word Les Immatériaux, historical
exhibition at the Centre Pompidou in Paris in 1985) is
the starting point of a dynamic poetry.
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The pioneers of video poetry, in the mid-seventies, seem to use the image
as an expansion of sound, the rico-pre sound track more a function of
comment than of creative novelty: I think of the first works of the German
Klaus Peter Dencker (unfortunately passed away for some months) or to
the New Yorker Richie Kostelanetz, great explorer of concrete poetry in
movement thanks to the software Amiga, but also to the true pioneer of the
field, the flattering Melo and Castro who
è was also one of the first to use the computer to produce not only effects
but digital images.
The sang d'un poète of 1932 contemplates Cocteau as the forerunner of
that felt camera that will be so successful, that is, making poetry with the
camera, without necessarily using a poetic text. This lane, where many
well-known filmmakers flock, forks into an experimental and a more
traditional one. In the first collocherei Jonas Mekas whose aphorism, «With
the rhythm we express what we cannot express with the details» mi ha
sem-pre convinto, (exemplary The Velvet Underground’s first appearance
of 1964 with a statuary Andy Warhol)then Maya Deren, some short films by
Ian Hugo, especially those with images of the voice of his wife, Anaïs Nin,
and finally by Chris Marker Le souvenir d'un avenir (2001) where he makes
poetry with photography.
On the more classic side, I would put on everyone the filmography of Pier Paolo
Pasolini who manages in a brilliant and original way to combine the
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always in search of the theory that
underlies the work, resorting to
historical
props,
especially
Marinetti, but also philosophical. I
was struck by the term taken-cratic
phronesis, I too had used it to
explain the sixth point of my
manifesto, in ori-gineva meant
intuition, here instead is called into
question to create through art
(being and action resolved into a
unit) a radical change of humanity
and the planet. The poet in this
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case relates to Being above all in
poetry film where he leads literature
towards performance with the dual
function of the narrator inside the
world (intradiegetic) and outside the
world (extradiegetic).

visual poetry of images with the subjectivity of the
protagonists, and really it is not a coincidence that he
has always been inspired by literary works as a starting
point. I also add Giuseppe Bertolucci in that
magnificent video poem that responds to the name of Il
congedo del viaggiatore ceremonioso dall'o-monima
poetry by Giorgio Caproni shot with the students of the
Academy of Dramatic Art in Milan. However, the short
film Toute Révolution est un Coup de Dés, made in
1977 by Jean-Marie Straub and Danièle Huillet and
obviously inspired by Un coup de dés jamais n'abolira
le hasard by Mallarmé, was released in 1897. As you
know, Mallarmé himself used to play it aloud in his
home-salon in Paris on the rue de Rome during his
literary Tuesdays. Even in its brevity, the film shows us
intact the power of declamation, to use a terminology
dear to the futurists, here observed by several
actresses and actors sitting on a lawn, Focus on
alternating in the reading of the text that each verse
changes interpreter and Tona-lità. A choral
performance where the written text serves as a scheme
of execution long before someone talked about
performance

I very much appreciated the fact that we often mention the duration of the
video pears because the inspiration must never be an instinctive gesture
but consciously piloted [the inner calm of Cartier Bresson] where, however,
a pinch of serendipity can be granted. The next step is given by Bachtin’s
chronotope, by virtue of which the sequential trajectory develops an audio,
visual and narrative approach much more penetrating than the traditional
dramatic film.
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Returning to the politically correct, poetry film is very much practiced by
female figures, which allows them to counterbalance the overwhelming
power of looking at the masculine because often, too often there is a male
behind the lens; on the other hand in the cinema is recognized by eye,
especially in the scenes of love, if the person who shot the scene is man or
woman. I recommend going to see Ophelia: me too (Tremlett, 2018) a
series of poetry films about the role of the muses. There prevails the
ecphrastic style to give more strength to feminist theses. Well, few know
that the Ophelia painted by the pre-Raphaelite painter John Everett Millais
in 1852 was the model, arts-ist and poet Elizabeth Siddal. Like the
unfortunate protagonist of the tragedy of Shakespeare drowned for love,
also Siddal was forced to pose in cold water, and contracted pneumonia
that was nearly fatal. Of course Millais did not notice the discomfort and as
if nothing had happened he continued to paint. So the next time we go to
the Tate Gallery to see the painting...
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poetry in the eighties. Only a
French scholar, Marcel Chion, had
the courage to denounce that in
video art in general sound was the
part of Cinderella, that sound to
which we attach fundamental
importance; the same Chion
restates the acusmatic concept,
borrowing it from Pythagoras,
direct consequence of a sonority
whose origin
è invisible but when it comes into
contact with the screen takes
omnipotent Powers.
Fully justified the term
Poetic in the title why Sarah goes
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